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0. Introduction

Let Eo be a real separable infinite-dimensional Hubert space with an inner
product ( , )o and suppose that we are given a densely defined selfadjoint
operator D of Eo such that D~ι is of Hilbert-Schmidt type and D > 1. Let
E a Eo cz E* be a real GeΓfand triplet rigged by the system of norms
{||DP | | 0; peR} and H a H0 cz H* be its complexification. The canonical
bilinear forms defined by the pairs of elements (x, ξ)eE* x E and (z, η)eH* x
H are denoted by <x, ξ} and <z, η}, respectively. The functional C(ξ) =
exp [ — il|£||o]j w n i°h is continuous and positive definite in ξeE, determines a
unique probability measure μ on £* such that

Γ - ^ l l ί l l £

If # * = £* + ŷ — 1 £* is identified with the product space E* x £*, it is
possible to define the product measure v = μ x μ on H*. Let ^(£*) be the
space of all polynomials in {<x, ξ}; ξeE} with complex coefficients and &(H*)
be the space of all polynomials in {<z, ξ); ξeH}, where x e £ * and zeH*.
Then ^(£*) is dense in (L2) = L2(£*, /x). The L2-closure of 0*(H*) is a proper
subspace of L2(H*, v). This subspace is denoted by (g0). It is called a
Bargmann space ([4]).

For φ(x)e^(£*), φ(x) has a natural analytic continuation φ(w)e^(H*)
and its restriction to E* is trivially the original φ(x). Thus we can define a
map G: ^(£*)->^(H*) by

Gφ(vv) = φ(x + w/y/2)dμ(x), (0.1)

(ref. Kondrat'ev [17], Hida [10]). This map is called Gauss transform because
of its similarity with Gauss transform ^ [ F ] of a function F(v) of one real
variable v:

= Γ w)(2πί)~1/2exp[-ι;2/(2ί)]dι;.


